Archives in the social environment of the 21st century
21-22 May 2015, Warsaw

PROGRAMME
20 May 2015 (Wednesday)

Arrival of participants
15:45-19:00

Visit to The Museum of the History of Polish Jews POLIN
(for registered participants only)

21 May 2015 (Thursday)

8:30-9:00

Registration

9:00-9:40

Conference opening
Key lecture: New times, new relations – Andrzej Biernat, Władyłsaw
Stępniak

9:40-10:40

SESSION
The increasing role of archives in the modern society – Ion Varta (Moldova)
Providing services to citizens through archival institutions – the case of the
General State Archives – Marietta Minotos (Greece)
Archives as institutions which provide services to citizens – Adamir Jerković
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)

10:40-11:10

Coffee break

11:10-13:10

SESSION
Public services at the State Archive in Bratislava, Šaľa branch – Júlia Ďurčová
(Slovakia)
Dissemination of documents and education in the Lithuanian Central State
Archives – Reda Vainauskaite (Lithuania)
Access to the archival holdings of the Russian Federation – current issues –
Tatian G. Zanina (Russia)
Access to the holdings of the Institute of National Remembrance for
researchers and publicists in the light of legal regulations change – Rafał Dyrcz
(Poland)
The researchers and visitors of the National Archives of Latvia and their
requests. Situation analysis 2011-14 – Linda Plesa (Latvia)
Discussion

13:10-14:10

Lunch

14:10-16:10

SESSION
Users of the Lithuanian state archives: future perspectives – Danutė
Kotrimavičienė (Lithuania)
Inviting the next generation of archive users – Dagmar Hovestadt (Germany)
Do archives give a reliable, comprehensive and trustworthy picture
of a society? – Jussi Nuorteva (Finnland)
Social network challenges for archives – Tatjana Hajtnik, Miroslav Novak
(Slovenia)
Experience of crowdsourcing in the National Archives of Estonia – Liisi
Taimre (Estonia)
Discussion

16:10-16:40

Coffee break

16:40-19:00

SESSION
Croatian State Archives public services programmes - new models for
a contemporary social environment – Vlatka Lemić (Croatia)
Collective memory and freedom of information. Social relations and customer
service in the Historical Archives of the Hungarian State Security – Gergő
Bendegúz Cseh (Hungary)

The position of the Institute of National Remembrance in the social space.
Educational and promotional activities – the case of the Office for the
Preservation and Dissemination of Archival Records, Branch in Rzeszów –
Robert Witalec (Poland)
Cooperation of the Central Archives of Historical Records with civic
organisations – Hubert Wajs (Poland)
Cooperation with social organizations in Polish state archives - the case of the
Central Archives of Modern Records in Warsaw – Tadeusz Krawczak, Mariusz
Olczak (Poland)
Discussion and summary
20:00

Reception

22 May 2015 (Friday)
9:00-11:00

SESSION
Identification of the environment as a basis for public relation activities
in archives – Marlena Jabłońska (Poland)
Public relations – a daily reality in archives or a requirement of this day and
age? – Rafał Reczek (Poland)
A Romanian perspective on the cultural use of the archives – Alina Pavelescu
(Romania)
Informational and research tools for Russian archival documents on the Internet
– Elena A. Romanova (Russia)
Holdings of the state archives of the Republic of Belarus as a source of mutual
bonds in contemporary society – Ryhor S. Zhauniarkevich (Belarus)
Discussion

11:00-11:30

Coffee break

11:30-13:10

SESSION
Enhancing access to archival documents – the Federal Archives’ microsite
‘Centenary of the First World War’ – Tobias Herrmann (Germany)
Enhancing the visibility of the Iasi Archives in the post-communist social
environment – Florin Cintic (Romania)
Archives, archivists and society: Best practices in the Kaunas County Archives –

Gintaras Dručkus, Kristina Stanišauskė (Lithuania)
The Gelders Archives in the 21st Century: a new orientation – Fred van Kan
(Netherlands)
Discussion
13:10-14:10

Lunch

14:10-15:50

SESSION
A social campaign of the state archives ‘Become a Family Archivist!’ – Anna
Belka (Poland)
Dissemination of knowledge on the Institute's archive records and contemporary
history – the case study of the Office for the Preservation and Dissemination
of Archival Records of the Institute of National Remembrance, Branch
in Wrocław – Dariusz Misiejuk (Poland)
To inform, to popularize, to educate – the сase study of the Office for the
Preservation and Dissemination of Archival Records of the Institute of National
Remembrance, Branch in Katowice – Renata Dziechciarz (Poland)
On-line access to the archives of the united Europe – Archives Portal Europe –
Anna Rogowska (Poland)
Discussion

15:50-16:20

Coffee break

16:20-17:00

SESSION
The Cross of Freedom and Solidarity. The role of the archive of the Institute
of National Remembrance in commemoration of heroes of anti-communist
opposition of 1956-1989 – Luiza Lubańska (Poland)
Holdings of the Institute of National Remembrance vs. retirement rights unjustly
acquired by former security service officers: the social role of implementing
the Act on Former Security Service Officers – Joanna Sobotka (Poland)

17:00-17:30

Discussion and closing

